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An ordered factorization of a positive integer n is a representation 
n=rIr2..‘rk, in which all ri3 2, and in which two representations that 
differ only in the order of their factors are regarded as different. We let 
Y(n) denote the class of all ordered factorizations II/ of n, and if $ E Y(n) 
we write k = k($) for the number of factors that appear in $. 
We want to give two proofs of the fact that 
J, II, j(-l)*l”)=~(n) (n=1,2 ,...,) 
E n 
(*I 
where p is the classical Mobius function. 
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The first proof is easy, and is by generating functions. We have 
- 
I +(2-“+3-“+ . ..) 
=;, (-l)k (c r-y 
t-32 
Next we give an explicit bijective proof of (* ). 
Let n=p(;l . . py’ have the ordered factorization rl . . . rk. Consider the 
smallest j such that either rj #pi or uj > 1. For that j, consider the largest 
i such that pj\ri. Then i >j. If r, =pj then replace the two factors (r,+ ,)(p,) 
by the single factor (ri-,p,). Otherwise replace the factor r, by the two 
factors (r,/p,)(p,). This is an involution except that the factorization 
n=PlPz . . .pt has no mate in the case that n is squarefree. 
